Dopaminergic-induced changes in Mauthner cell excitability disrupt prepulse inhibition in the startle circuit of goldfish.
Prepulse inhibition (PPI) is a widespread sensorimotor gating phenomenon characterized by a decrease in startle magnitude if a nonstartling stimulus is presented 20-1,000 ms before a startling stimulus. Dopaminergic agonists disrupt behavioral PPI in various animal models. This provides an important neuropharmacological link to schizophrenia patients that typically show PPI deficits at distinct (60 ms) prepulse-pulse intervals. Here, we study time-dependent effects of dopaminergic modulation in the goldfish Mauthner cell (M-cell) startle network, which shows PPI-like behavioral and physiological startle attenuations. The unique experimental accessibility of the M-cell system allows investigating the underlying cellular mechanism with physiological stimuli in vivo. Our results show that the dopaminergic agonist apomorphine (2 mg/kg body wt) reduced synaptic M-cell PPI by 23.6% (n = 18; P = 0.009) for prepulse-pulse intervals of 50 ms, whereas other intervals showed no reduction. Consistently, application of the dopamine antagonist haloperidol (0.4 mg/kg body wt) restored PPI to control level. Current ramp injections while recording M-cell membrane potential revealed that apomorphine acts through a postsynaptic, time-dependent mechanism by deinactivating a M-cell membrane nonlinearity, effectively increasing input resistance close to threshold. This increase is most pronounced for prepulse-pulse intervals of 50 ms (47.9%, n = 8; P < 0.05) providing a time-dependent, cellular mechanism for dopaminergic disruption of PPI. These results provide, for the first time, direct evidence of dopaminergic modulation of PPI in the elementary startle circuit of vertebrates and reemphasize the potential of characterizing temporal aspects of PPI at the physiological level to understand its underlying mechanisms.